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Vocabulary: 
 

A. Mina has just learned these new words. Help her match the words or phrases with the pictures.  
(One word or expression is extra) (1 pt.) 

 

                 Pigeon / Diary / take temperature / hard of hearing / hug 

 

                  
1………………          2………………..         3………………           4………………….. 

 

 

B. Mina is going to Fill in the blanks with appropriate words (There is one word you don’t need) . (1 pt.) 

 

recommend - distinguish -combination - treasure- generates 
 

5. You are old enough to……………………. between fact and fantasy. 

6. My fruit salad is a …………….. of apples, grapes and bananas. 

7. The machine ………………………..a lot of pressure. 

8. Tom finally figured out where the ……………… was hidden. 

 

C. Again help her to fill in the blanks with appropriate words. (There is one word you don’t need) (1 pt.) 

 

Spared no pain – respect – deserve – forgiveness - found            

  

 Moms (9)………..…. respect from their kids, but kids may not show that (10) ………….… for various reasons. 

Moms (11) ….…………..to raise their children. Kids should treat Mom the way they want to be treated. Honesty 

and respect are tied together. You can demonstrate your honesty to your mom by admitting when you make a 

mistake and asking for (12) …….………. . 
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D. Mina tries to answer these multiple choice tests. (1 pt.) 

 

13. He …………….. attempted to contact the nurse by ringing the bell. 

 a) technically             b) immediately              c) alphabetically      d) differently 

14. That was an expression we hadn`t heard before and …………….. what is meant. 

 a) reflected                 b) referred                      c) highlighted          d) wondered 

15.You seem tired…………….. a rest after a shower and relax in a quiet room. 

  a) put                       b) add                c) take                 d) do 

16. He always ………………… a record of students` work during the school year. 

  a) makes                 b) keeps                  c) takes                               d)puts 

 

 

Grammar: 

A. Mina wants to complete the following conversation by correct question tags.(1pt.) 

Mary: Hey John, how are you? I haven't seen you for ages!  

John: I know. Time just flies, 17 ……………….……?  

Mary: You've got a new job, 18 …………….…….? 

John: Yes I have a new one, at last I have found what I have been expecting for so long.  

 

Mary: Good, now you feel very happy, 19 ……….……..?  

 

John: Of course I do. I'd like you to come to know my new work place. I'm sure you would love to come, wouldn't 

you?  

 

Mary: Yeah, but surely you're not allowed to receive guests, 20 …………….?  

 

John: don't worry, my boss is a nice guy, isn't he?  

 

Mary: I guess  

 

B. The teacher asked Mina to make active and passive sentences.(1 pt.) 

21. changed /father/my/yesterday/the flat tire. 

  Active:…………………………………………………….. 

  Passive:…………………………………………………… 

 

22. on time/work/ finished/ you/your/have? 

  Active:………………………………………. 

  Passive:…………………………………… 

 

 

C. Mina is going to do this gap-fill exercise by appropriate relative pronouns. (who, which, ....) (1 pt.) 

 

My daughter (23)…… is studying medicine at Oxford is going on holiday. Her uncle  David invited her to 

London (24)……… he bought a new house last month.  

She is putting all her clothes into the suitcase (25) ……….. she has just bought. The train (26)  ………… she is 

going to catch leaves at 11 a.m. She is very excited. 
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D.The teacher asked Mina and her friends to choose The best option.(1 pt.) 

 

27. .……………… the volume, will you? 

 a)you turn down          b)you will turn down      c) turn down          d)let`s turn 

 

28. He has a daughter, ………………..? 

   a)has he                b) does he          c) hasn't he       d) doesn't  he 

29. The students' questions……………… by the teacher in class every Monday. 

a) answers            b) are answered         c) will answer             d) will be answered      

30. The employee ………… won the award has been promoted. 

   a) which                       b) when                      c) who              d) where 

 

 

Writing 

A. Mina and her classmates are asked to use the coordinating conjunctions below to combine the following 

sentences. (2 pts.)                and- but- or- so 

31. Saman ate an entire cake. He was still hungry. 

 

32. Pedram didn’t have enough money to fly to Paris. He took the train. 

         

 

B. Teacher has given Mina a text to edit with connecting words: but / and / so / or and correct punctuation 

where needed. (3 pts) 

  A good dictionary is not just a list of isolated words with their meanings, (33)……….translations. The job of the 

dictionary is to place a word in each of its possible contexts, (34) …..……. explain its meaning in each case. 

Understanding a word that you have met in a reading text is one thing, (35)…… using it in your own writing is 

another. In order to do this successfully, (36) ………. you need a knowledge of more than just the meaning of the 

word. You need to know how it combines with other words in a sentence, (37)…… in the structure of a text. There 

are several aspects to this, (38) ………..… we will look at two: word grammar and collocation. 

 

 

 

C. Mina and her classmates are also given some tests to practice more on compound sentences and learn 

some tricky points. (2 pt.) 

39.Would you rather have cheese _____ sauce on your sandwich? 

    a) and           b) or              c) but             d) so    

 40. His two favorite sports are football ______ tennis.   

     a) or             b) but            c) so               d) and    

 41. I wanted to go to the beach, _______ Mary refused. 

    a) but            b) and            c) or              d) so 

42. I am a vegetarian, _______ I don’t eat any meat. 

    a) and            b) so               c) and           d) or 
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D. Now her teacher asked her to distinguish the right connecting word.( 1 pt.) 

43. We were lost in the woods, but / and my brother had a map in his backpack. 

44. Do you want to play basketball, so / or would you rather go fishing? 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Reading Comprehension 

Mina is asked to read the following passages and answer the questions, help her to do so. 

Passage I 

Jabbar Baghcheban is well known for opening the first Iranian kindergarten and the first deaf school for Iranian 

kids. He is the author of the book ‘Method of Teaching the Deaf’ in which he explained his unique method of 

teaching the deaf, known as‘ oral hand alphabet system’. He devoted his life to speech training of Iranian deaf 

students. There are plenty of Baghcheban schools all across the country now for deaf kids. Mirza Jabbar 

Asgarzadeh was born in Yerevan, Armenia. His origin was from Tabriz or Urmia in the Iranian Azerbaijan region. 

The first kindergarten he established was called the Baghch-e Atfal which means the "kids garden". That is why he 

was given the nickname Baghcheban which literally means "gardener" in the Persian language. He founded a 

school for the deaf in 1924. That school was located next to his kindergarten. In 1928 he wrote the first Iranian 

children's book in Persian. The book was called baba barfi which means "snow daddy" in Persian. 

A. True or False (0.5 pt.) 

45. Jabbar Baghche ban is famous for opening a school for blind people.          True    False 

46. Jabbar Baghche Ban was born in Armenia but he is from Iran originally.    True    False 

B. Answer the question in short sentences. (2pts) 

47. Why is he called ‘Bagcheban’? …………….…….. 

48. When did he write the first children’s book? ………..…………… 

49. When did he found a school for deaf? …………….……….. 

50. What is the book ‘Method of Teaching the Deaf’ about? …………… 

 C. Choose the correct answer (0.5 pts) 

 51. The word “founded’ is the closest in meaning to: 

 a) made            b) established  c) helped  d) contained 

 52. The name of his first book for children was………. 

a) Baghche Atfal b) Snow Daddy           c) Baghcheban            d) Methods of Teaching 

Passage II 

   A dictionary is a book which explains the meanings of words and expressions. You can find words easily because 

dictionaries put them in alphabetical order. The word ‘dictionary’ comes from the Latin ‘dictio’ (‘saying’).  

   There are several types of dictionaries. Dictionaries which explain words and how they are used;  

dictionaries which translate words from one language to another; dictionaries of biography which tell about famous 

people; and technical dictionaries which explain the meanings of technical words. 

   Dictionaries which explain what words mean give a clear ‘definition’ of them. A good dictionary also gives more 

information about words. For instance, it explains how they are pronounced. Usually the International Phonetic 

Alphabet (IPA) is used for this purpose. 

   There are also dictionaries which translate words into other languages. Very often one volume translates both 

ways; for example, half of the book is from English to Persian and the other half from Persian to English. When 

using a dictionary to find out how to say something in another language, one has to be careful to choose the right 

meaning. 

  A word like ‘right’ has several meanings in English, for example, ‘correct’ and ‘the opposite of left’. A word like 

‘present’ may be used as an adjective, meaning ‘not absent’, as a noun, meaning ‘gift’ or as a verb, meaning ‘give’. 

Words with different meanings exist in other languages, too. A good dictionary lists all the meanings of words to 

help people find the meaning that they look for. 

  A complete dictionary also tells you about the origin of words and the story behind them. For example, the words 

like ‘pajamas’, ‘bazaar’ and ‘paradise’ entered English from Persian. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yerevan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Armenia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tabriz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urmia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iranian_Azerbaijan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persian_language
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A. True or False (1 pts.) 

53. Dictionaries of biography tell about famous people.              True    False 

54. Dictionaries have meaning of words but now expressions.             True    False 

55. We can understand if a word is noun or adjective by using a dictionary. True    False 

56. The word ‘present’ as an adjective means: absent.    True    False 

 

B -Choose the best answer. (0.5pts) 

57. The pronoun ’ them’ refers to ……. 

 1) dictionary  2) definition  3) word 4) meaning 

58. The word “instance” in “for instance” is the closest in meaning to: 

 1)  instead  2) recommendation 3) guiding 4) example 

 

C. Answer in short sentences. (2pts) 

59. How many meanings does the word “right “have? Write them. ………………… 

60. What is IPA used for? ……………………….. 

61. What does the word ‘present’ mean as noun? …………. 

62. Name some words which have entered English from Persian. …… 

D. Generate some questions form the passage, the first word is written for you.(1.5pts) 

 

63.  What……………………………………………………………..? 

 

64.  What …………………………………………………………….?                                                        

65.  How……………………………………………………………..? 

 

 

 

 

Wish U Luck!                                                                                                           

 

 

 

Total Mark: 24 

 Prepared: December 12, 2018  


